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Topic/Theme 

 
I wonder…who is special 

starting school/our family’s/how 
have I changed?/my interests/ 

people who help us/our community 
and locality 

I wonder…what sparkles in the sky  
celebrations/Diwali/Bonfire 
night/Christmas/autumn/ 

cultures/food/our celebrations 

I wonder…when the snow falls  
Winter/changes in 

state/polar/comparing 
places/famous explorer 

I wonder…where does food come 
from 

Food/growing/change/seed to fork 
(Around the world) 

I wonder…what’s hiding in the 
garden 

mini beast/plants/ 
changes/lifecycles/ 
weather/seasons 

I wonder…where my dream 
will take me 

imagination/fantasy 
worlds/dreams and reflection/ 

superheroes/space 

Core texts Owl babies  
The enormous turnip (two weeks) 
People who help us – Non-fiction  

The tiger who came to tea 

The Jolly Christmas postman 
Diwali – Non-fiction book 

Lost and found 
Pumpkin soup 

The best Diwali ever! 
 

We’re going on a bear hunt 
Rosie’s walk  (do over two weeks) 

The runaway wok 
Chinese new year (Feb 12th)  

 

Little red hen  
The big carrot  
Farmer Duck 

Handa’s surprise 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar  
Jack and the beanstalk  

The Gruffalo 
What do you do with a tail like 

this? 

Whatever next 
On the way home 

The wonder 

 Autumn 1 (8 weeks) Autumn 2 (7 weeks) Spring 1 (6 weeks) Spring 2 (6 weeks) Summer 1 (6 weeks) Summer 2 (7 weeks) 

Hook for learning Family photos Tea part for Teddy Bear hunt around school  Planting sunflowers  Caterpillars in the classroom Dream catchers  

Role play area Home corner  
Doctors  

Post office  
Christmas 

Pizza shop 
School 

Farm shop  
Supermarket  

Hungry caterpillar café  
Garden centre  

Deconstructed  
Stage/Theatre  

Visits/Visitors Police person 
Nurse 

Dentist  
Forest schools  

Walk to a post box  
Forest schools  

Forest schools Walk to local green grocers  
Forest schools  

Meet the creature  
Forest school 

School trip  

Wow moments (taken from 
staff suggestions)  

NEED TO FILL IN ON STAFF 
TRAINING DAY  

NEED TO FILL IN ON STAFF 
TRAINING DAY  

NEED TO FILL IN ON STAFF 
TRAINING DAY  

NEED TO FILL IN ON STAFF 
TRAINING DAY  

NEED TO FILL IN ON STAFF 
TRAINING DAY  

NEED TO FILL IN ON STAFF 
TRAINING DAY  

School events Harvest 
 

Christmas 
Anti-bullying week  
Road safety  
Children in need 

National storytelling week  
Safer internet day  
Chinese New year  

National Science week  
World book day  
Red nose day  
Easter celebrations  

Eid 
Summer Fayre 

Sports day  
Transition  
End of year events 

Parental engagement Phonics workshop  
Parents evening 
Story sessions  

Weekly learning shared 

Christmas show  
Guest speakers – to discuss 

different cultures  
Weekly learning shared 

Reading mornings  
Parents evening  

Weekly learning shared 

Craft stay and play  
Weekly learning shared 

Weekly learning shared Reports  
End of year event  

Weekly learning shared 

School Values  
 

Respect 
Co-operation  
Positivity  
Honesty  

Core text’s we will cover in FS2 
https://shop.scholastic.co.uk/search/search?log=t&search%5Bquery%5D=%22%23reading-spine-reception%22 
https://schoolreadinglist.co.uk/reading-lists-for-ks1-school-pupils/100-best-picture-books-to-read-before-you-are-5-years-old/ 
 

Communication and Language 
Listening, Attention and 

understanding 
Speaking 

The children’s communication and language skills will be developed throughout their time in FS. Opportunities are provided through provision and the following activities:  
- Listening and attention games 
- Singing 
- Rhyming activities 
- Circle time 
- Story time  
- Weekly learning shared, look at photos from the week and discuss.  
- Talk partners 
- Sharing news  
- Whole class reading sessions   

Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development 
Self-regulation 
Managing Self 

Building Relationships 

- Playing alongside/ with others  

- Seeks out companionship 

- Participating in shared activities with peers 

- Becoming more confident and out‐going  

- Sharing and turn take 

-  Playing with and seeking others to share experiences 

- Seeking others to talk to 

- Knows when they want help and asks for it 

- Keeps play going by responding to peers 

- Being an active member of the class, verbally and within play.  

- To show resilience when faced with a challenge.  

https://shop.scholastic.co.uk/search/search?log=t&search%5Bquery%5D=%22%23reading-spine-reception%22
https://schoolreadinglist.co.uk/reading-lists-for-ks1-school-pupils/100-best-picture-books-to-read-before-you-are-5-years-old/
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- Take help when it is offered  

- Try new activities with support  

- Follow the class rules with support and visual aids  

- Express when I need the toilet. Expressing own feelings.   

- Begin to be aware of the different emotions linked with the zones of 

regulation.  

- To share and wait for a turn during play.  

- With support be able to manage outbursts of emotions.  

- Try new activities independently and begin to express when they 

do or do not like something 

- Follow the class rules most of the time.  

- Dress and undress when needed 

- Manage my own toilet needs  

- Begin to explore new healthy food 

- Explore oral health  

- Beginning to recognise others’ emotions/feelings  

- More aware of their own and other’s feelings 

- To understand the different emotions linked with the zones of 

regulation.  

- To understand and work towards goals e.g. wanting to ride a 

bike.  

- To understand the need to wait for a turn during group 

situations.  

- Be able to access support independently when having an 

emotional outburst.  

- Follow the class rules and adapt my behaviour to different 

situations.  

- Understand the need for rules and right and wrong choices.  

- Be independent when toileting.  

- To understand healthy food choices and the importance of 

these choices. 

- Be able to support others who are demonstrating different 

emotions.   

- To understand the emotions linked with the zones of 

regulation and understand how to move to the green zone.  

- To be able to talk about goals and aims. 

- To understand that not everyone gets a turn when in class 

and that it is okay.  

- To be able to control own behaviour. 

Physical development 
Gross motor skills 
Fine motor skills 

Introduction to PE 
- Finding and negotiating 

space 
- Moving in different ways 

(rolling, crawling, hopping, 
walking, jumping, skipping 
etc) 

- Playing games 
- Following instructions 
- Being safe in PE 

Yoga 
- Exploring space 
- Travelling in different ways 
- Balancing 
- Responding to music 

 

Gymnastics 
- Moving in different ways 
- Creating shapes  
- Rocking and rolling 
- Balances  
- Jumping and landing safely 

Games 
- Movement skills 
- Working with a 

partner/team  
- Taking turns 
- Following instructions 
- Ball skills – throwing, 

catching, dribbling, rolling  

Gymnastics 
- Traveling in different ways 
- Balancing  
- Jumping and landing 
- Combining movements to 

create sequences 
- Moving safely on 

equipment 

Games/Sports day  
- Exploring different 

ways of travelling 
- Combining 

movements 
- Working as a team 
- Having control over 

objects 
- Taking part in races 

Children will have access to a range of fine motor activities through provision e.g. scissor skills, threading, making marks, using tweezers, handwriting 

Literacy 
Comprehension 

Word reading (see phonics) 
Writing 

- Use some story based ideas in 
play. 

- Join in with repeating story 
phrases 

- Develop their phonological 
awareness, so that they 
can: - spot and suggest 
rhymes - count or clap 
syllables in a word. 

- Recognise words with the 
same initial sound, such as 
money and mother.  

- Use some of their print and 
letter knowledge in their 
early writing. For example: 
writing a pretend shopping 
list that starts at the top of 
the page; writing ‘m’ for 
mummy 

- Write some or all of their 
name  

- Engage in extended 
conversations about stories, 
learning new vocabulary. 

- Read individual letters by 
saying the sounds for them. 

- Blend sounds into words, so 
that they can read short 
words made up of known 
letter– sound 
correspondences  

- Write some letters 
accurately 

- Retell familiar stories (Pie 

Corbatt)  

- Anticipate key events in 

stories 

- Understand the five key 

concepts about print: - 

print has meaning - print 

can have different 

purposes - we read English 

text from left to right and 

from top to bottom - the 

names of the different 

parts of a book, page 

sequencing. 

- Read some letter groups 

that each represent one 

sound and say sounds for 

them. 

- Read a few common 

exception words matched 

- Create props and use 

resources to act out a 

familiar story.  

- Read simple phrases and 

sentences made up of 

words with known letter–

sound correspondences 

and, where necessary, a 

few exception words. 

- Re-read books to build up 

their confidence in word 

reading, their fluency and 

their understanding and 

enjoyment. 

- Form lower-case and 

capital letters correctly. 

 

- Use props and resources to 
make up own story 

- Read words consistent 
with their phonic 
knowledge.  

- Read some familiar words 
by sight.  

- Write short sentences with 
words with known sound-
letter correspondences 
using a capital letter and 
full stop. 

- Apply phonic knowledge to 
segment and write words 
consistent with their 
phonic knowledge. 

- Read a range of high 
frequency words by 
sight. 

- Re-read what they 
have written to check 
that it makes sense. 

- Write short sentences 
with words with 
known sound-letter 
correspondences using 
a capital letter and full 
stop. 

- Apply phonic 
knowledge to segment 
and write words 
consistent with their 
phonic knowledge. 
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to the school’s phonic 

programme. 

- Spell words by identifying 

the sounds and then 

writing the sound with 

letter/s. 

- Spell and write CVC words.  

- Independently take part in 

mark making activities. 

- Write own name 

independently 

Our literacy is based around our core texts which are used within provision. Children have access to a range of non-fiction and fiction books. We have regular whole comprehension sessions and handwriting lessons. 

Phonics (word reading) A baseline is prioritised, allowing 
phonics teaching to begin from the 
earliest possible stage.  
 
 
Children’s reading books match 
each child’s phonetic level. 
 
To ensure equity, additional 
provision is given to any vulnerable 
child who has limited parental 
support. 

Children will embed the skills learnt 
in  
Phase 1 (listening, communication 
rhyming etc).  
 
They will develop techniques for 
segmenting and blending. 
 
They will learn the following 
sounds: 
 
Set 1   
s,a,t,p 
 
Set 2 
i, n, m, d  
 
Set 3  
g, o, c, k 
 
Set 4 
ck, e, u, r  
 
Set 5 
h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss 

Children will recap previously learnt sounds and begin to recognise 
tricky/high frequency words. 
 
They will continue to develop blending and segmenting skills. 
 
They will learn the following sounds: 
 
Set 6  
j, v, w, x  
 
Set 7 
y, z, zz, qu 
 
Set 8 
ch, sh, th, ng  
 

Children will recap previously learnt sounds and continue developing 
their recognition of tricky/high frequency words. 
 
They will learn the following sounds: 
 
Set 9 
ai, ee, , oa 
 
Set 10 
oo, ar, or, ur 
 
Set 11 
ow, oi, er, ur 
 
Children may begin learning some adjacent consonants. 

Mathematics (NCTM 
progression maps) 

Number  
Numerical patterns 

*Shape, space and measures 
 
 

Cardinality and counting  
- Count to 5 and back again.  
- One: one counting of items in a line (to 5) touch counting.  
- Focus on the stopping number is the total amount when counting.  
- Subitzing using dice face and ten frame. 
- Represent numbers 1-5 using fingers. 
- Count to 5 realising the last number we stop on is the whole 

number. 
Comparison  

- Arrange items in a group – colour, shape, size. 
- Begin to explore one more and one less 
- Comparing groups of more and less with support. 

Composition  

Cardinality and counting  
- Count to 10 and back again.  
- One: one counting of items 1-10 – both in and out of pattern. 

Touch counting.  
- To subitze numbers to 5 using a range of different 

representations.  
- Count things which cannot be seen e.g. claps.  
- Focus on the stopping number is the total amount when 

counting. 
- Count items from a larger group. (up to 10) 
- Represent numbers 1-5 using fingers – changing ways to 

represent.  
- Match numeral and item 

Cardinality and counting  
- Count to 20 and back again.  
- One: one counting of a range of arrangements – subitzing 

where possible, not starting from 1.  
- Focus on the stopping number is the total amount when 

counting. 
- Count items from a larger group. (up to 20) 

Comparison  
- Compare groups – more and less using a range of items.  

- One more and one less recall to 10.  

- Convert two unequal groups to equal groups – two equal 

groups to two unequal groups. 
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- Number talk – look at images and discuss what can be seen.  
- Being to explore composition in terms of part part whole, by 

parting whole numbers. 
- Ten frame introduction 
- Bunny ears 

Pattern  
- Be exposed to patterns and be guided by practitioner talk. 
- Continue a simple two part pattern. 

Shape and space 
- Develop spatial awareness by moving around items.  
- Matching shapes to holes. 

Measure  
- Use language long and short to describe items.  
- Use language heavy and light.  
- Compare length in the environment 

Comparison  
- Compare groups – more and less.  
- One more and one less to 5 
- Identify groups of equal amounts.  
- Give reasoning to grouping – e.g one box has 5 sweets, one box 

has 4. Which will you choose and why?  
- Use number names and symbols to compare numbers.  
- Begin to estimate numbers. 

Composition  
- Number talk – look at images which represent number in a 

variety of ways. E.g 4 ladybirds, but how many spots?  
- Partition a whole group to two groups – understanding that 

when combine they make the total.  
- Part part whole numbers to 5  
- Bunny ears – how can you represent it differently?  
- Representing up to 5 on a ten frame.  
- Number bonds to 5 
- Addition and subtraction to 5. 

Pattern  
- Copy an AB pattern.  
- Children to make their own AB pattern. (repeat at least 3 times) 
- Correct patterns which have been represented wrong (following 

the AB sequence) 
Shape and space 

- Positional language exploration – in, over, on top, behind.  
- Select a named 2d shape.  
- Discuss shape based decisions e.g. why did you choose that 

brick? 
Measure 

- Use language longest and shortest to compare items.  
- Find items which are longer/shorter/heavier 
- Use language heaviest and lightest to compare items.  
- Pouring items – which contains more? 

- Compare numbers that are far apart, near and next to each 

other. Eg. 8 & 2 – 3 & 2. 

Composition  
- Part part whole numbers to 10.  

- Representing up to 10 on a ten frame.  

- Part part whole exploration as two parts – what is the 

whole?  

- Bunny ears – how can you represent it differently?  

- Explore break things into smaller parts – e.g. three parts still 

make the same whole.  

- Understand how many things are hidden within a whole 

number. E.g 5 toys, 3 were lost – how many are left? 

Without counting.  

- Number bonds to 10 

- Count on from a given number 

- Addition and subtraction to 10. 

Pattern  
- Copy an ABC pattern which takes into consideration size, 

height etc.  
- Follow verbal instructions to make a pattern.  
- Children to make and design their own pattern. 

Shape and space 
- Choose the right shape for an activity e.g. making a house, 

what shape should we use?  
- Begin to explore 3D shapes and see the similarities between 

2D and 3D.  
Measure 

- Explore capacity of different sized containers – full, half full, 
empty. How many cups did it take to fill?  

- Use language taller than, lighter than 
- Estimate and predict weight/height comparison 
- Begin to explore sequencing time.   

 

We use White Rose Maths 
scheme of learning.   

Just like me! 
-match and sort, compare amounts 
-compare size, mass & capacity, 
exploring pattern 
 
It’s me 1,2,3!  
-representing, comparing, 
composition 1,2,3 
-circles and triangles, positional 
language 
 

It’s me 1,2,3!  
-representing, comparing, 
composition 1,2,3 
 
 
Light and dark  
-representing numbers to 5, one 
more or less 
-shapes with 4 sides, time  
 

Alive in 5 
-introducing 0, comparing 
numbers to 5, composition of 4&5 
-compare mass, compare capacity 
 
Growing 6,7,8! 
-making pairs, combining 2 groups 
-length & height, time 

Growing 6,7,8! 
-making pairs, combining 2 groups 
-length & height, time 
 
Building 9 & 10 
-comparing numbers to 10, number 
bonds to 10 
-3D shape, pattern 

To 20 and beyond 
-building numbers beyond 10, 
counting patterns beyond 10 
-spatial reasoning, math, rotate, 
manipulate 
 
First then, now 
-adding more, taking away 
- spatial reasoning, compose and 
decompose 

Find my pattern 
-doubling, sharing and 
grouping, even and odd 
-spatial reasoning, visualise 
and build 
 
On the move  
-deepening understanding, 
patterns and relationships 
- spatial reasoning, mapping 

Understanding the world (incl. 
online safety)  

Past and present (History)  
People, Culture and 
Communities (RE) 

People, culture and communities 
- Talk about own self in terms of family set up and celebrations.  
- Explore texts and stories from other cultures. 

The natural world 

People, culture and communities 
- Develop an awareness of different cultures and celebrations.  
- Explore texts and stories from other cultures, drawing on 

similarities and differences. 
The natural world 

People, culture and communities 
- Be able to discuss and compare their own lives to that of 

others.  
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The natural world (Geography, 
Science) 

- Comments and asks questions about aspects of their familiar 
world.  

- Make observations and discuss what they can see in relation to 
weather.  

- Dig deeper into understanding their own immediate environment 
– home and setting. 

Past and present 
- Talk about own self – family set up, likes and dislikes. 
- People who help us 

- Develop and understanding of growth and decay  
- Show care and concern for living things 
- Make observations and discuss what they can see in relation to 

seasons.  
- Draw simple images of animals and plants  
- Be able to compare our own environment with other aspects of 

the local environment. 
Past and present 

- Discuss self and be able to see similarities and difference 
between others in class.  

- Talk about the role people play in society.  
- Begin to understand how things have changed from the past, 

central to their lives. (link grandparents) 

- Explain some similarities and differences between life in this 

country and life in other countries. 

The natural world 

- Begin to understand the effect their behaviour can have on 

the environment  

- Have an understanding and be able to discuss seasonal 

changes.  

- Be able to compare our own environment with others. 

Past and present 
- Discuss self and be able to talk about similarities and 

differences between other cultures and countries.  
- Talk about and begin to understand their role in society. 
- Begin to understand the wider changes that have happened 

from the past. 

Expressive art and design 
Creating with materials 
Being imaginative and 

expressive 

Drawing 
- Hold a pencil in a comfortable grip.  
- Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing.  
- Name, choose and match primary and secondary colours. 
- Drawing with different means to explore lines and circles. 
- Shows preference for dominant hand. 

Painting – Artist Focus (Eric Carle focus) 
- To hold a paintbrush in the tripod grip 
- To paint controlled lines and circles.  
- To hold a paintbrush in a dominant hand.  
- To explore colour mixing – primary to secondary 

Sculpture 
- Mould and create simple shapes with malleable materials, e.g., 

dough. 
- Assemble and dis-assemble component parts of a range of 

construction kits. 
- Combine boxes and other found materials to create junk models. 
- Explore the tactile qualities of materials. 

Collage (Scissor Control) 
- Hold scissors with support to cut a range of materials. 
- Cut straight lines. 
- Tear paper into strips and simple shapes. 

Music (Using Charanga) 
- Joins in with singing and dancing as a group  
- Begins to explore sound using instruments 

Drawing 
- Make drawings and paintings, from observation, experience and 

imagination, of a wide range of subjects including working from 
the human figure in a range of circumstances. 

- Develop pencil control to make meaningful lines. 
- Develops an understanding of using lines to enclose a space and 

begins to sue drawing to represent actions and objects based on 
hands on experiences and resources.  

- Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using 
the tripod grip in almost all cases. 

Painting – Artist Focus (Illustrator?) 
- Look at and talking about the work of other artists involved in 

painting and drawing. 
- To use paint to make a representation of actions and objects. 
- Explore powder paint. 

Sculpture 
- Use simple tools to cut, shape and impress patterns and textures 

in a range of materials. 
- Develop the language to describe structures achieved. 
- Building and constructing structures from separate but similar 

found objects, e.g., boxes, cardboard tubes. 
Collage (Scissor Control) 

- Apply adhesive sparingly and place glued surfaces together 
accurately. 

- Hold scissor independently – dominant hand. 
Music (Using Charanga) 

- Can be observed spontaneously using instruments to create 
sound  

- Takes part in singing and dancing games with peers 
- Begins to move in time with music. 

Drawing 
- Describe people, objects and places using simple art specific 

language especially related to colour and shape. 
- Develops and begins to use drawing to represent objects 

based on imagination, observation and experience. 
- Creates drawings to accompany stories.  
- Creates representations of both imaginary and real-life 

ideas, events, people and objects.   
Painting – Artist Focus (Illustrator?) 

- To be able to mix colours to create a desired effect.  
- Begins to paint based on imagination, observation and 

experience. 
Sculpture 

- Model with malleable materials e.g., clay 
- To verbally describe the process in creating a model. 

Collage (Scissor Control) 
- Classify materials into textures and colours. 
- Work on group and individual collages by cutting and using 

materials and by sticking similar objects together to create 
new textures. 

Music (Using Charanga) 
- Invent, adapt and recount narratives and stories with peers 

and their teacher.  
- Sing a range of well-known nursery rhymes and songs.  
- Perform songs, rhymes, poems and stories with others, and 

(when appropriate) try to move in time with music. 
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Philosophy for children  Rainbow talk – pre P4C skills.  
- Herbs 
- Fruit 
- Shell  

Would you rather ….  
 
Just imagine ….  
 
You choose ….  
 

P4C possible stimuli  
- Who to invite to a party?  
- Favourite weather and 

why 
- Pets – why? What?  

   

 


